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Recently proposed 3D triple-resonance techniques (1-5) make it possible to obtain
sequential assignment of the backbone 'H, lSN,and I3C resonances in proteins that
can be isotopically Iabeled with 13Cand lsN. This approach has been used successfully
for a numkr of systems, including calmoduhn ( 16.7 ma)( I ) , c a l m d u b complexed
with a 26-residue peptide (-20 kDa) (6), and the phospho-carrier protein IIIG'"( 7 )
( 18 kDa) . All of these tripleresonanceexperiments rely on transfer of magnetization
via heteronuclear one-bond Jcouphgs and t h e sensitivity of the experiments depends
strongly on the ratio of the size of the J coupling and the hewidths of the nuclei
involved in the magnetization transfer process. Our original experimentswere designed
to minimize the number of RF pulses required for a particuh pulse sequence, and
thus to minimize the effect of pulse imperfections. Subsequent experience with these
experiments has indicated that the effect of pulse imperfections is not as severe as
originally expected, provided that pulses are properly calibrated. Hence, in order to
optimize the experimentsit is more important to minimize t h e relaxation of transverse
magnetization by keeping the dephasing and rephasing delays as shmi as possibIe,
especially for larger proteins. Here we demonstratethe applicabilityof three improved
triple-resonance experiments to the study of interferon-r, a dimer with 134 residues
per monomer and a total molecular weight of 3 1.4 kDa.
Correlation of the amide proton and I5N resonance with the intraresidue 13Ca can
be obtained with an experiment known as HNCA (I, 2). Note that this experiment
also provides connectivity to the Crx ofthe preceding residue, transfeming coherence
via the
coupIing. Because JNzrr and
can be of comparable magnitude
( 8 )it may not always be possible to distinguish intra- from interresidue connectivities
with this experiment. In contrast,the €€N(
C0)CA experiment ( 4 )provides correhtions
exclusively to the Ca resonance of the preceding midue by relaying magnetization
via the intPmeniqZ:carbonyl I3Cspin. The HN(C0)CA experiment is closely related
to the HNCO experiment, which correlates the amide 'H and 15Nwith the I3Cof the
preceding residue. In the present study of interferon-y, we employ modified versions
of these experiments, using INEPT (9)instead of HMQC (10-12) type coherence
dephasing period with a I5N evolution period
transfers, and overIay the 13C-15N
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of the “constant-time’” variety ( 5 , 13-15). Advantages of these modifications are discussed below.
The pulse schemes for the modified experiments are shown in Fig. I . The third
experiment, CT-HN(C0 )CA (Fig. IC), differs from the original version (4) onIy by
the use of a constant-time t, evolution period in the present experiment. This eliminates
decay of magnetization that normally occurs during the bI evolution period and it
permits the use of linear prediction with “mirror image constraint” (16) since the
signal in the tl dimension is a SUM of undamped cosinusoidd oscillations of known
phase (0”).A detailed description of the magnetization-transfer steps of the
NN ( CO )CA experiment was presented previously (4 ) and will not be repeated here.
The new pulse schemes for the CT-HNCA and CT-HNCO experiments are more
similar to those of the CT-HN(CO)CA experiment than to the original HNCA and
HNCO sequences(2 ). The GT-€€NCOand CT-HNCA schema differ fiom one another
only by the interchanged 13C0and ”Ca channels and a different choice of delay
durations.Therefore, in the following discussion ofthe magnetization transfer during
the pulse sequences we restrict ourseIve to the CT-HNCA experiment.
For the CXHNCA experiment, the relevant magnetization-transfersteps are outlined
using the product-operator formalism. For clarity, relaxation terms are not included
and constant multiplicative factors are omitted. Only terms that result in observable
magnetization during the detection period, t3?are retained. The spin operators used
are I for the amide proton, N for the amide I5N,S for the carbonyl 13C,and A, and
A2 for the intraresidue Ca and for the Ca of the preceding residue, respectively. Jxu
denotes the J coupling between spins X and Y and RF phases correspond to the first
step of the phase cycle given in the legend to Fig 1.
Longitudinal amide proton magnetization(Iz), present at the start of the experiment,
is converted into antiphase I5Nmagnetization by an INEPT type transfer. Thus, at
time a in Fig. la the spin system is described by ga = Nyl,sin(2~JNH~).
Evolution
due to J coupling during the subsequent constant-time evolution period (of total
duration 2T) is independent of the duration of t l , but I5N chemicaI-shift evolution
depends on t l in the regular manner. The constant time is set to an integral multiple
of 1 /JNH(22 rns in the present case), such that at time b t h e I5Nmagnetization has
remained antiphase with respect to its attached proton spin. Ignoring the sin( ZaJ,,.)
term present at time a, the magnebtion at time b is described by
fib =

N,I,A,,sin(ZaJ,,,TScos(27J,,,T)cos(

QNt,)

+ N,I,Az,sin~2aJA,NT)cos(2nJA,NT)cos(!MI), [l J
where ON denotes the angular offset frequency of the ‘5Nspin. This magnetization is
transferred into antiphase Ca!magnetization by the
and
pulses, yielding at

time c
@c

= A1,NZIZ

+ AZyNJz,

[21

where the trigonometric terms of expression [ I ] again have: been omitted temporarily.
At the end of the tr evolution period, the terms that w
ill be transferred back into
observable magnetization are represented by
od

= A IyNzIzcos (

l2)

+ A 2 y N z ~ . z ~QA?
s (t 2 ) -

[31
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Transfer o f this magnetization back into observabte amide proton magnetization follows the reverse pathway of that descrjbad above. At the beginning of the detection
period, the observable magnetization is described by
a, =

sin ( 2 ~ ~cos(
~ aNtl
~ 7j 1,)[ sin (~

T J ~ , ~ T ) C( O
27
S ~
r

~ +j ~cos( st,, t21

+ sin 2(27rJA1NT)cas2(
2aJA2~T)cos( t d l ,
QA,

[4]

where all relevant trigonometric terms have been reintroduced. This expression is
identical to that derived for the original HNCA experiment (eq. [4]in Ref. (2)). The
difference between the constant-time and the origind experimmt is found in the relaxation terns which have been neglected in the discussions of both experiments.
Because in the present experiment signal does not decay as t 1increases,a substantial
gain in sensitivity can be obtained. This again, G, is given approximately by

where ATI is the duration of the t l acquisition time and T2Nis the 15N T2value in
the 'H-coupled mode. For the present study of interferon-y, T,, equals approximately
24 ms, and A T I = 22 ms, yicldmg a gain, G, in signal-to-noise of 1.5. A further gain
in sensitivity can be obtained if the pulse schemes are modified to utilize compositepuke 'H decoupling instead of 180" pulses, as indicated in Fig. 2. As shown previously
( 1 7 )the 15Ntransverse reIaxation rate becomes approximately 30%slower in this case
since the.
transverse magnetization remains in-phase with respect to its attached
'H. This increase in the apparent TINreduces the signal IOSS caused by ''N transverse
relaxation during the delays of total duration 4T. Because of the limited stability of
interferon9 and the small amount of available sample, we have been unable to test
and compare the schemes of Fig. 2 6 t h t h e res& obtained with the schemes of Fig.
I. However, when the experimental results obtained for the protein calmodulin ( 16.7
kDa) are compared, a gain of a factor 1.2 is observed with the schemes of Fig. 2 over
spin
the schemes of Fig. 1. For interferon-y, which has a ~ ~ u Gfaster
R rate of
diffusion, this gain is expected to be 1.5.
In the present experiment, the signal decay in the tz dimension is determined by
t h e I3Ca transverse relaxation time, whereas in the original HNCA experiment it was

-
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FIG. E Pulse sequences ofthe (a) CT-HNCA, ( b ) CFHNCO, and (C)CT-HN(C0)CAexperiments.
Narrow puIses correspond to a 90" fIip angle and Wide puIses to 180". P u k s for which the R F phase is not
marked are applid along the x axis. The power and duration of C m pulses are adjusted such that they have
a null in their excitation profile at the I3CO frequency, and vice versa. Delay duration for the three pulse
schemes are T = 2.25 ms; T = 13.5 ms; T'= T 1- T , ~ '43,
(
where 7 1 g ~ mI%)
(
is the 180" (m)puke width
= 7.25 ms;fi2 = 2.75
(162 ps) for scheme (a) and the 180" (Ca)pulse width (108 ps) for scheme (a);
ms; 6, = 6, t d2 T , ~ 'H);
(
c = 6 ms.The phase cycling used is as follows. For scheme (a), 6,= x , --x;
X , &4
4(X), 4(Y), 4 ( - n ) , 4(-Y); 45 = 1 6 ( ~ ) ,16(-~-); 46 = 16(~),I ~ ( - . V ) ; $7 = X ,
42 = Y , -Y; 4 3
x, -x, -x; $a = y ; Acq. = 2(x, - x , --x, x , - x , x, x,- x ) , 2(-x, x , x, - x,x, -x, -X,-X). For schemes
( b ) and IC), 4 , = x, -1;h = y , - y ; b3 = x : A, = 4(x), 4 { y ) , 4(-x), 4(-9); b5 = x, x , - x , -x; & =
x , -x;Acq. = 2 ( x ).4( -x), 2(x) . For scheme ( a ) ,quadrature in the t , and I2 dimensions i s accomplished
by altering the phases 4, and & in a StaWTPPI manner ( 2 0 ) For schemes (b) and (c), the phases of t$3
and q55 must be attered in a States-TPA manner to obtain quadrature in these two dimensions.

+
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determined by the decay rate of three-spin (I, N, and A ) coherenee. In both cases,
however, the resolution is limited by the fact that the Cn resonance is coupled to 13C@
and it is generally undesirable to resolve this J splitting. Therefore, the acquisition
time in the l2dimension is kept shorter than 1/( 2J-), about 10 ms in practice, and
the difference in intrinsic relaxation rates of transverse 13Camagnethation and threespin coherence is of no practical consequence.
The constant-time version of the HNCO experiment, shown in Fig. lb, is essentially
the same as the CT-HNCA scheme of Fig. la. Note, however, that a slightly longer
constant-time acquisition period can be used in this experiment because, in contrast
to the HNCA case, I5N dephases only under the influence of coupling to a single 13C
spin. The time 2T is now set to an odd multiple of 1 /( 2 & ~ )(27 rns in our case),
such that the magnetization is in-phase with respect to the amide proton spin (NySz)
when it is transferred to the I3Cspin. T h i s is important because for b2 acquisition times
shorter than -50 ms tie.: before significant antiphase magnetization develops) this
lengthens the apparent rehation time of t h e I3CO spin (which onIy has small longrange J couplings to other protons). If the ' T O magnetization were antiphase with
sespsct to the amide proton spin its decay rate would increase by the rate of 'H- 'H
spin fips. The comparable scheme of Fig. 2b provides the same initial decay rate in
the t2 dimension as the scheme of Fig. lb, but is expected to yield supesior l3C0
resolution if acquisition times much longer than 50 ms are used in the t2 dimension.
In addition, magnetization lo&caused by "N relaxation during the intends 2T and
&, and is reduced in the scheme of FG. 2b €or reasons mentioned above. Note that
in the original IKNCO experiment (2),the 13C0 frequency was obtained fkom an
HMQC type comIation with "N, and in that case, dephasing in the t2 dimension
caused by JCpN
and JCaNlimits the obtainabk resolution.
The pulse schemes shown in Fig. I are demonstrated for the protein interFeron-7,
a hornodimer with 134 residues per monomer and a total molecular weight of 31.4
k k The protein was lakled umformly with I3C(>95%) and "N ( -50%) and purified
according to the procedure described by Doebeli et al. ( 18). Experiments were conducted on a sample containing 0.7 mhf dimer in 95%/5% H20/D20, pH 6.3,27"C,
using an unmodified Bruker AMX-600 spectrometer.
Figure 3 shows three cross sections of the three different types of 3D spectra. All
are taken perpendicular to the '5N axis at a I5N fwquency of 119 ppm. The position
of these slices in the 'Hshift correlation spectrum is indicated by a dotted line

I
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FIG.2.Alternative versions of the pulse x h e m a shown in Fig. 1, using mmpoSite-pulse koupling to
remove Jmupling between protons and I5N/ I3C.The delay y is set to L /(2JNH):the phax cycling and all
other durations are identical to those fgven in the legend to Fig I , except for b6 of schemes (b) and (c)
which is given by = y , - y and S = 10 ms.To minimize the effect of I% transverse magnetization decay
caused by homonuclear Jmupling, a decoupling scheme ofthe DIPS1 type (21) is preferred. Note that the
90" and 180" pulses applied to the heteronucleus to which the proton is coupled interfere destructively with
campmite pulse decoupling and a higher mwer level i s needed for the 'H dewupling compared to the
normal case in whch decoupling i s used while o b m n g the second nucleus. For a 'H RF heId strength
stranger than -4 kHz this effect is not noticeable. f o r reproducible water suppression it is necessary to
p d o r m the DIPS1 docoupling in a synchronous mode, Le., ta start the decoupling at the same posihon
during the dmoupling cycle each time it is used.
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FIG. 3. Spectra obtained for a sample of intcrfemn~(8.8 mg in 0.4 rnI n20/D20j,
hbeld uniformly
with I3C{>95%) and ''N (50%j. {A) Small region of the rmlution-enhnced 2D Overbodenhausen(HSQC)
spectrum. The dotted line mark5 the position where the slices through the 3D spectra are taken. (3)El =
I 19 pprn slice of the CT-ANCO spectrum, recorded with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1b. (C) Fl = 1 19 pprn
slice of the CT-HNCA spectrum,recorded with the pulse sequence of Fig la. (D)
Fl= I 19 pprn slice ot
the CT-I-IN(CO)CA spectrum, recorded with the pulse sequence of Fig IC. All. 3D spectra have been
p r m d using linear p%hdon with mirror image constraint in the FI dimension. The CT-HNCA spxtmrn
results from a ( 3 2 complex) X (48 complex) X ( 5 I2 complex) data rnatnx with 256 Scans per hypercomplex
( t l , z2) inmmcnt, and acquisition timw of 22.4, 10.0,and 55.3 ms in the il, tz, and t, dimemon, reqmhvelv.
The CT-HNCO spectnrm results from a ( 3 2 complex) X (64 complex) X (512 complex) data matrix with
64 scans per hypercomplex ( I , ,.I2j increment, and aquisition times of24.0, 34.5, and 55.3 rns in the t , ,r2,
and f, dimemon, rcqxctively. The CT-HN(CO)CAspectrum results from a (32 complex) X (46complex)
X ( 5 I2 complex) data matrix with 128 scans per RypercompIex ( r , , l a ) increment, and acquisitmn times of
19.8, 9.6,and 55.3 ms in the tI, c2, and t3 dimension, respectivdy.

in the 2D 'H- '5Ncorrelation spectrum of Fig. 3A. Because the linewidth in the F,
( "N) dimension o f the 3D spectrum is approximately double the "N Linewidth in
the 2D spectrum, resonances in Fig. 3A that are close to the dotted line, with their
I5N chemical shift hffering by less than 0.2 ppm from 119.0 ppm, aIso give rise to
resonances in the (E1= 119 pprn) slice shown for each of the 3D spectra.

.
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The HNCO spectrum of which the F, = 1 19 ppm slice is shown in Fig. 3B clearly
has the highest signal-to-noise ratio of the three 3D spectra. This was expected since
the I5N- l 3 G 0 coupling is larger than the *5N-13Ca 1coupling, making transfer more
efficient than in the HNCA experiment. Note that resonance intensity in the HNCA
spectrum ( FiC 3C) k also lower4 because the %- 3Cor transfer is attenuated by the
presence of the additional passive 15N-13Ca
J coupling (cf. Eq. [4]).Nevertheless,
in the HNCA spectrum of Fig. 3C both intra- and interresidue HN-N-Ca correlations
are observed for the majority of t h e amides. The interresidue connectivities in Fig
3C are distinguished from the intraresidue ones by comparison with the HN(CO)CA
spectrum of Fig. 3D. A recent low-resolution X-raymdy (19)indicates that interferony is largely a-helical and contains no 0-sheet. Two-bond I5N- "Ccr J couplings in ahelices (6.4 & 0.4 Hz) are significantly smallex than those in &sheets (8.4 0.5 Hz)
(a),and it is therefore remarkable that these connectivizies are observable despite the
fact that the ISN linewidths are approximately twice the size of this coupling, and
despite the fact that the protein accidentally was labeled at a level of onIy SOW with
15N.Figure 3D has been acquired with the HN(CO)CA techuique, which contains
an extra relay step compared to the HNCA and HNCO methods. However, because
the relay of magnetization via the I3COnudeus is quite efficient, sensitivity of the 3D
spectrum is high. A number of additional intermidue connectivities are observed
reIative to the spectrum of Fig. 3C, and an interresidue correlation that was obscured
by overlap with the intraresidue correlation in the HNCA spectrum is clearly observed

*

in f i g . 3D and marked with an arrow.
Before the backbone assignment of interferon-y can be completsd, it is necessary
to get residue type assignments for at least a significant fraction (> 10%)of the amides.
To this extent, preparation of more uniformly labeled sample, needed because of its
limited stability, is currently in progress. The present report clearly indicates,however,
that the triple-resonance assignment procedure outlined previously ( 1) is applicable
to proteins of a molecular weight laser than anticipated. It i s noteworthy that the
present study was carried out at a relatively low temperature (27"C), and that after
correcting far the low level of 15Nlabeling, the effestive protein monomer concentration
w a s only 0.7 m M - Of course, the spectral complexity for a symmetric dimer such as
interferon-y is much lower than that for a regular protein of the same molecular mass.
However, in the present 3D spectra, resonanm overlap is rather minimal and a doubling
of the total number of correlations i s not expected to cause unsurmountable problems.
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